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INTRODUCTION
Advances in speech synthesis research in recent years have made it possible to produce computer speech, which is very close to human speech. However, the generation of synthesized speech expressing emotions has been less successful, as it involves not only computer science but also other fields of speech research, including linguistics, psychology and signal processing.
One method of simulating emotions in neutral speech is by prosody modelling, in which a set of factors including F0, duration and intensity are controlled in order to convey non-lexical and pragmatic information in speech. Several studies have investigated the role of prosodic features in synthesized emotional speech in a range of languages and cultures, including [1] , [2] , [3] and [4] . This research focuses on improving the prosody modelling to address the issue of naturalness in synthesized emotional speech for Malay. Apart from some seminal studies [5] , [6] and [7] ; research on prosody and emotion for Malay TTS is still in its infancy. The objective of this research is to improve the naturalness of synthesized Malay emotional speech by investigating the prosodic properties of Malay speech and establishing an effective mechanism to synthesize a variety of emotional speech prosody using prosody manipulation techniques.
RELATED WORK
Various approaches have been proposed in the literature for the generation of appropriate prosody in synthesizing emotional speech, including corpus-based, rule-based, template-based and learning-based approaches. The rule-based approach simulates the emotion by manipulating speech properties such as F0, duration, intensity and voice quality. A rule-based approach of prosody conversion was developed for MBROLA by controlling the F0, duration and voice quality in [4] .
A more recent learning approach such as HMM-based speech synthesis makes use of powerful statistical parameters to generate high quality synthesis with a much smaller voice database [8] and [9] . HMM-based speech synthesis also has the ability to generate emotional expression using its powerful statistical tool [10] . The problem is that HMM-based speech synthesis only generates arbitrary emotional expression [11] . Although there are a large number of prosodic features which can be used to analyse and describe variation in the prosody of speech, there are three features that are most consistently used for this purpose either singly or jointly [12] , which are F0, duration and intensity.
Statistical analysis of F0, duration and intensity shows a strong correlation between the prosody and the emotion being expressed. Statistical analysis has been used by a number of researchers including Montero et al. [13] who investigate mainly duration and F0. Montero et al. [13] as well Murray and Arnott [2] , simulate emotion using appropriate conversion factors for F0, duration and intensity. The former uses statistical analysis to derive the appropriate conversion rules while the latter uses direct observations of prosody in the speech contour. In this project, we investigate the prosodic properties corresponding to the four basic emotions happiness, anger, sadness and fear using the method proposed by Montero et al., for analyzing F0, duration and intensity at phoneme level. This method provides a clear indicator of the way emotional speech correlates with speech properties, and the analysis leads to the establishment of accurate conversion rules for prosody.
DATA COLLECTION AND THE ANALYSIS OF MALAY EMOTIONAL SPEECH

Malay Speech
Malay is non-tonal language spoken by more than 300 million people in several countries including Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei, Singapore and Southern Thailand [14] . There are many dialects of Malay in Malaysia, but the focus in this study is on Standard Malay (SM), which is the variety of the language used in formal contexts such as education and the mass media [15] . The writing system of SM uses the standard Roman alphabet with 21 consonant letters and 5 vowel letters. Although this is the same alphabet as for English, the sound system of Malay differs from that of English [14] . The syllable pattern of any Malay word can have a combination of CVC (consonant vowel consonant), CV (consonant vowel), VC (vowel consonant) or just V (vowel) [16] . The most common syllable structures in SM are bi-syllabic and tri-syllabic, which together make up 97.52% of Malay words [16] and [17] .
Recording Emotion in Speech
When designing the text material to be recorded, it is essential to ensure that sufficient prosodic information will be generated. It should be phonetically and prosodically balanced, and include a good coverage of the language [18] . The use of semantically neutral text makes it easier to compare emotional effects with each other while ensuring that the database is phonetically balanced. On the other hand, it also makes it more difficult for the speaker to express the emotion intended. By contrast, text that is semantically related to the intended emotion makes it easier for the speaker to express the emotion naturally.
For the purpose of developing the emotions generator, phonetically balanced sentences of different lengths and syllable structures were created. In all, 224 sentences of different lengths and syllable structures were used, 56 for each emotion (4 two-word sentences, 4 three-word sentences, 8 four-to nine-word sentences each). Each sentence is recorded by a female actor to express the different emotions, namely happiness, anger, sadness and fear. A single speaker is used in order to validate the effectiveness of the prosody generator [19] and to avoid problems of prosodic variation arising from the use of several voices. Table 1 lists some of the emotionally neutral sentences designed for the recording.
Evaluating the Expression of Recorded Malay Emotional Speech
Subjective evaluation is a valuable tool for the validation of the recorded speech as it demonstrates the ability of voice contributor to express emotion with high naturalness [18] . The emotional content of each recorded utterance was evaluated and validated by means of a listening test. There were twenty assessors, all native Malay speakers of different ages and from different professions. During the evaluation, each listener was required to listen to the voice snippet and then describe its emotional content. They were specifically asked to identify the emotion according to the prosody of the recording and not the semantic content of the sentence. The open choice method used for the evaluation gave a choice not only of the four emotions happiness, anger, sadness, fear, but also included an additional category 'others'. The option 'others' was added to allow the listeners to specify emotions that was not available in the list of choice provided. The listening test showed that the majority of native listeners can accurately identify the emotive elements in the recorded voice snippets, despite the lack of semantic meaning in some cases. Overall, anger has the highest rate of recognition with an average of 87.90%. Happiness was accurately identified at the rate of 84.40%. Sadness and fear had much lower rates at 70.50% and 77.80% respectively. Nevertheless, all four emotions have a recognition rate well above 70% on average. Table 2 presents the confusion matrix based on the results of the listening test. 
Analysis of the Recorded Malay Emotional Speech
The analysis of the recorded utterances gives a general view of how the prosodic features differ from one emotion to another. The analysis was carried out using PRAAT [20] . The initial stage of analysis involved segmenting all 224 recorded utterances manually at phoneme level, and also marking silences and breathiness. Figure 1 illustrates the segmentation of an angry word using PRAAT.
The next stage of the analysis is the extraction of F0 for each phoneme. The F0 value at the beginning, the peak, the fall and the end of the phoneme is obtained using PRAAT. Fig. 1 also shows the F0 movement on the vowel /a/ in the word /hadirin / 'guest'. The F0 analysis needs only to concentrate on vowels, as for any language, vowels are the most pitch significant phones in a syllable due to more F0 movement to vowel that provide an elusive F0 contour for consonant.
Finally, F0 and duration of the recorded speech was compared with the F0 and duration of neutral speech synthesized using the existing Malay TTS system to formulate the appropriate conversion rules for each emotion. Table 3 shows the F0s extracted from the word "hadirin". Measurements of the F0 of each vowel are taken at the beginning, end, peak and fall. As the figure indicates, there are a number of patterns for the F0 movement including gradual fall, gradual rise or a mix of fall and rise. Fig. 2 shows an overall F0 contour movement of the vowels for the whole sentence "kamil belum bersedia".
The analysis of the recorded utterances provides a general view of the way in which the prosody differs from one type of emotion to another. The data obtained in the feature extraction process are analyzed to trace the relationship between emotional speech and its prosodic properties. From the analysis it is found that vowels prosodic features differ from each other but complies with a similar pattern across different emotion. For example, the F0 of anger for all vowels is higher than other type of emotion. The F0 decreases in the order of anger > happiness > fear > sadness. Duration is the longest for sadness and shortest for anger. For intensity, the descending order follows the F0, indicating that F0 has a significant influence over the speech intensity. When all the recorded utterances were analyzed for its speech properties, a general prosodic pattern for all four emotions were obtained and summarized as shown in table 4. Fig.1 . Segmentation and F0 extraction for vowel 'a' from the word "hadirin" using PRAAT 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The emotion generator developed in this research, re-synthesizes the neutral speech synthesized by an existing diphone concatenative TTS system. A diphone concatenative synthesis uses actual human recorded voice snippets as the basis for synthesis. A diphone is a unit of speech extending from the middle of one phone to the middle of the next, and in diphone synthesis, the system concatenates diphones to generate synthetic speech. Fig.3 . The process of re-synthesizing neutral speech
The initial task of the emotions generator is to determine the number of words in the target sentence in order to refer to the correct rule database. The target sentence is decomposed to its individual phoneme level and classified to consonant and vowel. Then the conversion of neutral prosody to emotional prosody takes place using the appropriate conversion rule based on the length of the sentence. For example, a two-word text input will refer to the two-word conversion rule. Intensity is manipulated manually using the MBROLA tool [21] using a common factor for the entire sentence. Finally, the emotional speech is synthesized using MBROLA tool. Figure 3 illustrates the process of re-synthesizing neutral speech with the emotions generator. The emotions generator in this research is integrated to the existing Malay speech synthesis system through the sound generation unit as depicted in Figure 4 . Fig.4 . Overview of the prosody generator
The Prosody Conversion rules
In this research, the emotional speech is re-synthesized from neutral speech by using the prosody conversion rules established during the analysis. Each emotion has its own conversion rules in order to generate the appropriate prosody for emotional speech. The rules govern the way in which the F0, duration and intensity of neutral speech are converted. This includes the following:
(1) Increasing/decreasing the duration of a consonant (2) Increasing/decreasing the duration of a vowel (3) Increasing/decreasing the starting F0 of a vowel (4) Increasing/decreasing the ending F0 of a vowel (5) Adding pauses of different durations depending on the type of emotion (6) Increasing/decreasing the intensity at sentence level For example, the detailed conversion rules for anger are as follows: Conversion rule for consonants  Duration is modified by a factor ranging from -62% to + 245% Conversion rules for vowel  Duration is modified by a factor ranging from -41% to +132%  Starting F0 is modified by a factor ranging from +63% to + 170%  Ending F0 is modified by a factor ranging from + 31% to + 168% Pauses are added with durations ranging from 80ms to 150ms depending on the length of the sentence. Intensity is increased by 100%
TESTING AND RESULTS
Subjective evaluation of the synthesized emotional speech by the emotions generator was undertaken using a new group of listeners consisting of twenty native speakers of Malay. Similar listening tests described in section 3.3 are used in the evaluation. For this test, five new emotionally neutral sentences were constructed with different lengths and syllable structures. These sentences are presented in table 5. All five sentences were synthesized using the Malay TTS system and then re-synthesized to express four different emotions using the emotions generator. The twenty synthesized utterances (five for each emotion) were randomly shuffled and used in the listening test.
Each listener was required to listen to the twenty synthesized utterances, and then describe the emotional content according to the prosody rather than the semantic content. The test used the same open choice method of evaluation, which allows the listeners to choose one of the four emotions being evaluated or else specify any other type of perceived emotion. Table 6 summarizes the results of the test, which shows inter alia that happiness has the highest recognition rate at 85% and also perceived as exciting.. Anger has a recognition rate of 82% and was confused with happiness and disgust. Sadness and fear have lower recognition rates of 79% and 61% respectively. The listening test also shows that these two emotions are commonly confused with each other. In addition, sadness is confused with worry, and fear is confused with neutral speech. 
DISCUSSION
The results of the listening test for synthesized emotional speech differ from the earlier listening test for recorded utterances. First, happiness has the highest recognition rate at 85% followed by anger at 82%. This result was different from the earlier test in which anger had the highest recognition rate of 87.9%. These inconsistent results arise in part because anger involves other factors such as the effect of tremor that were not captured and manipulated by the emotions generator. It was also noted that anger was most often confused with happiness, and this is because the prosodic properties of happiness and anger were similar, in that both emotions involve wide F0, intensity and faster tempo. Secondly, sadness has a much higher recognition rate than fear in this perception test. This result was significantly different from the earlier test in which sadness had the lowest recognition rate of all four emotions. Another notable result shown by the second listening test is the close proximity of sadness and fear and their consequent mutual confusion. The results shows that 18% of sadness cases are misinterpreted as fear and that 27% of cases of synthesized fear are confused with sadness. A possible reason for the confusion is the similarity of the prosodic features associated with the two emotions, including lower energy and wide F0 range.
A similar study conducted by Murray and Arnott for English in [2] showed that sadness had the highest recognition rate in the case of emotionally neutral text re-synthesized to express the emotion. They also indicated that some emotions were confused with others, for example grief and disgust were confused with sadness.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This research has shown that diphone synthesis can be effectively express emotion by manipulating the F0, duration and intensity. The emotions generator used in this research has the ability to control the prosodic features of neutral speech and generate emotional speech. The perception tests confirmed not only the role of F0 and duration in the expression of emotion, but also the ability of the emotions generator to compute appropriate F0s and durations to express specific emotions.
Our future work will involve investigating learning-based synthesis systems, such as HMM-based speech synthesis, and its ability to express a variety of emotions. HMM-based speech synthesis systems such as HTS are able to produce intelligible high quality speech with a natural-sounding voice. HMM-based speech synthesis also enables the manipulation of other features of speech, including intensity, voice quality and articulation. The powerful statistical tool built into HMM-based speech synthesis will also assist us in designing the most appropriate manipulation model to incorporate not only F0 and duration, but also intensity and voice quality.
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